
9" 12" 15" 18" 21" 24" 27" 30" 33" 36" 39" 42" 45" 48"

179 188 197 207 218 228 240 252 264 278 292 306 321 338

9" 12" 15" 18" 21" 24" 27" 30" 33" 36" 39" 42" 45" 48"

325 204 343 223 - - - - - - - - - -

9" 12" 15" 18" 21" 24" 27" 30" 33" 36" 39" 42" 45" 48"

4" - - - - - 194 202 210 219 228 237 247 258 269
5" - - - - - 207 215 224 233 243 253 264 276 287

Heavy duty, full extension slides 16/pair
Pilasters (for single door base cabinet) 32
Pilasters (for double door base cabinet) 52
Pilasters (for single door tall cabinet) 55
Pilasters (for double door tall cabinet) 80

Remove Center Partition 50

Customization & Upgrade Prices

Additional Installation Prices

A popular option for narrower, single door cabinets where the door is 
attached to the slide-out for one step access. 6"H with an extra tall 

front panel (10") to support the door. Includes 3 scooped divider 
inserts for every 12" of width. This drawer requires full-extension 

slides (which are included in the price listed below)

Nearest Opening Width

Our adjustable lid divider is a great option for those that have a wide 
enough cabinet (minimum width is 24", but 27"W and greater is 

recommended). Because of the angle of the divider inserts, we can only 
offer this for 4"H and 5"H slide-outs.  We also recommend full-

extension slides to make accessing the larger lids (usually stored 
toward the back) easier.  Typically 8-9 lids can be stored in a base 

cabinet slide-out of 22"D.

Nearest Opening Width

prices shown apply for any depth 16"-24" (kitchen cabs generally require 22"D)

Divided Slide-Out Shelves
Prices based on width only (see note below). Includes normal installation.

Nearest Opening Width

Our most popular divided slide-out for single and double door 
cabinets. 6"H with a scooped out front for even easier access. Includes 

3 scooped divider inserts for every 12" of width. We reocmmend full-
extesnion slides if you're planning on having another slide-out 

installed above this one.


